
 

 

Doggie Dictionary 
Word      Meaning 

DOGS NAME Used to get the puppy’s attention or to call the dog 

SIT The puppy sits down 

DOWN The dog lies down. Feet should be out front, and the dog 
should be alert and watching for the next command 

STAY The puppy stays in the current position until the handler 
returns and gives another command. Distractions of other 
dogs, people, conversations, etc., should not bother 
him/her. 

STAND/UP The Puppy Stands 

WAIT The Puppy stays in the current position for a SHORT 
duration until the handler invites the puppy to continue 
forward. 

COME The puppy immediately stops what he is doing and returns 
to the handler 

OFF The puppy gets “Off” of whatever piece of furniture or if 
the puppy jumps on you  

LET’S GO The puppy walks on your left side, with no tension on the 
lead. 

GO POTTY The puppy relieves himself while on lead in the place you 
designate, then praise. If puppy is service dog training, take 
his vest off prior to elimination 

LEAVE IT The puppy is into something he/she is not supposed to be in 
or is distracted by something 

WATCH ME / EYES The puppy should turn away from distractions and look at 
you in the eye 

YIP Give a loud high pitch “Yip” and stop all play or attention, 
if the puppy’s teeth touch your body 

EH EH Give a loud low pitch “Eh Eh” to let the puppy know he is 
doing something wrong. Do no use your puppy’s name 



 

 

Doggie Dictionary 
Word      Meaning 

QUIET Tells the puppy to stop barking or whining 

BREAK To be used when the handler wants to release the puppy 
from a prior command (sit, down, stay, etc.). This will 
teach the puppy that it’s the handler’s decision when to end 
the last command given 

KENNEL When you want your puppy to go into his crate 

GO TO BED To be used when you the handler wants to send the puppy 
to its bed, or other designated chill-out area 

HEEL Tells the puppy to walk at your pace directly next to your 
left side 

SLOW Tells puppy to slow down 

GIVE Tells the puppy to release an item from its mouth to you 

DROP IT Tells the dog to drop an item that it has in its mouth 

PICK UP Tells the dog to pick up and item 

BRING IT Tells the dog to bring an item to you 

HOLD Tells the dog to hold an item you gave him or her, or he 
retrieved for you 

RIGHT Tells the dog to turn right 

LEFT Tells the dog to turn left 

EASY Tells the dog to be gentle 

SETTLE Tells dog to calm down 

TRY AGAIN Tells the dog to try again if he has tried a command, but 
fails 


